





   





This is a letter from an anonym person:

SALAM, By the way how can we accept you? Should we do a BAAIT? ,,, and leave the Khalifa-e-waqt. It is very

contradicting claim with the normal reasoning of Ahmadi beliefs. If you are an appointed divine from God than why is 

someone else heading the Jamaat. The dreams you wrote and your Nazm can possibly be right and from God but in

my opinion you misunderstood the message from God. You also wrongly understood some of the poems from Khalifa

IV RA.He denied such beliefs in response to your letters. He was not expecting any promised Ghulam and Musleh

Maud in present age. You wrote that you took queue/hint from his different ASHAAR, If he denied such representation

of ideas in those ASHAAR than I believe you surely are wrong in quoting Promised Messiah and also from Holy Quran.

Every other Ahmadi daims that he / she has seen several dreams, day time images and words of God, thus you are

not alone. It is a repeated phenomena in Ahmadi families to see righteous dreams and I believe that God has done the

same with you but you misunderstood and continued to misunderstand. You are also against the NIZAAM, System, but

as I have the understanding, it is a plant sown by God himslef. Khilafat is also sown by God which has become a

strong tree now. If you are God's appointed person than what is Khalifa's authority and what is your authority, where is

the dividing line? There will be conflict.Should Khalifa consult you on all matters or what? If you are not NABI than there

is no Obligation to belive in you.Do you claim to be a NABI? If you are a NABI than lets see what message you brought

other than

1.You are Ghulam and Musleh Maud

2.NIZAAM is bad and stoppinq freedom of speech.

I am failed to get anyother point or divine message than these 2. What message you brought? like other prophets did.

Hazrat Masih Maud AS wrote over 70 books and challenged the religious world by showing the beauty of Islam, Are

you going to follow him? Anyway all the best with your life. You have started an interesting discussion where

unfortunately you have to face ridicule. But for such a tall claim you should have strong reasons. You should also prove

yourself. Even if you are right in  pointing out some misjudgments to Promised Messiahs prophecies by later 

KHALIFAS, the burden of proof is on you. How can your truth be judged by mere fact that in your opinion Khalifa II and

others misunderstood about Musleh Maud's prophecy. This doesn't mean in any case that you become automatically

Musleh Maud. Prove your truth as well.
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